
Do you dare dive into the pool of someone’s time on earth, bright mo-
ments and dark humors treated with equal care? Are you ready for poems 
that cannily align “shrimp, sandwiches, beer by the pitcher, the meaning 
of life” with a con!dent hand? "e maximalist panache of !e Mating 
Calls of the Dead takes on forbidden subjects and pulls no punches. Steve 
Kistulentz’s lineation, formal acuity, and soundplay give even the heavi-
est experiences a light touch on the page. “And I am waiting for the love 
parade, / for the ## o’clock news to tell me who’s won, / who’s lost”: aren’t 
we all? We have all been waiting for this terri!c collection. 

—S$%&'$ B($)*(+

“ I keep reminding myself // history is a list of lovers or fractures, / and 
most of mine are now healed,” Steve Kistulentz tells us in “It Is All Falling  
Indelibly Into the Past,” the opening poem of !e Mating Calls of the 
Dead. "is collection beckons us to visit those ghost !gures and rup-
tures, pulling out a bar stool and unraveling memory in masterful, 
heartbreaking detail. Kistulentz journeys to a family’s past, whether a 
“moment / captured in Ektachrome” or conversation overheard and still 
recalled, and into a present where mortality looms and desire surfaces 
like a verse of a long-forgotten hymn. !e Mating Calls of the Dead 
charms, rivets, and devastates. Take this book to bed with you.

—M$'+ B,&&,%-(' 

At their strongest, the poems in !e Mating Calls of the Dead are among 
the best recent poems of the American South. Steve Kistulentz’s voice is 
always clear, direct, and forceful, and though Kistulentz plunges into the 
depths, he never loses his sense of where he is, nor, most importantly, his 
sense of where his reader is. !e Mating Calls of the Dead is a remarkable 
collection.

—S.$%( M/C'$(



"ere are #0#,102 words in the English language, and at least #03,333 
ways to avoid the truth. But luckily the poet Steve Kistulentz and !e 
Mating Calls of the Dead have appeared at last, connecting us, and the 
dots. "ese dandy, searing, searching poems provide the news we need, 
how death doesn’t care but we do, and how “no iron can stab / the heart 
like a poem written for a near-stranger.”

—A*$% M,/.$(* P$'4('

In Steve Kistulentz’s latest o5ering, “the language of the past” sings to 
us from old radios and across the beautiful ruins of America’s oil towns. 
We hear the voices of the dead—near and distant, familiar and dream-
like. Kistulentz cra6s uniquely sensitive, personal lyrics of love and grief, 
the kind that make up the textures of family, community, and region. 
"is poetry !nds its music in the shadows between buildings, in corner 
lots and anthracite mines, and in the springtime mud of battle!elds that 
!ll a father’s memory. "is work reminds us that we must look back in 
order to look forward, pressing through heartbreak towards a luminous 
“profession of faith.”

—K,4, P(7'8),%8
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IT IS ALL FALLING INDELIBLY INTO THE PAST

My !rst blue car, the opened noise gate 
of its quadrophonic announcements

and in the back seat, stolen Champagne 
that led directly to stolen kisses

and a borrowed life, which, once I’d opened 
its gi6, I wanted to return. So many 

objects to envy, so many abject lessons, 
petite kindnesses like when the cop, 

end of shi6 drained and tired, waved us home. 
Soon my newfound program of meditation 

will fall away into forgotten habit, 
taking its place alongside Lincoln Logs, 

the backbreak of day labor, the ritual 
applications of eyeliner, steel-toe boot 

and bottled-in-bond whiskey. All of that 
is the past, and I keep reminding myself 

history is a list of lovers or fractures,
and most of mine are now healed. Most. 

I like to say retrospection is the greatest 
gi6, that memory drives me to stand on top
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of the hollowed-out mountain of my past, 
which has been strip-mined of all its meaning

by this poem and so many others, but sometimes
progress means admitting that we are driven

to repeat our great failures. My grandparents,
dirt farmers and bootleggers, mined the earth

for the black gold of anthracite coal; they dug 
the same meager life from the hills of Ukraine

as they did near Hazleton. At my !rst Christmas, 
they gave me a hymn to sing at funerals, Eternal 

Memory, as if they knew I would be stuck looking
backwards forever, learning to read the past

as if it were a treasure map, its enormous X 
a bold hieroglyph that begged me, Dig here.
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CREED

!e world is good at telling itself this is a lie. 
—B'$%4 <,&$'7

Here, what you ought to believe 
about my family: trust whatever message 
comes from the mouth of a treasured dog, 
especially the dog who did not trust 
my father. On the high holidays 
when my sister prayed, she swore blood oaths 
of revenge fueled by righteous indignation. 

All of us have spent decades longing 
for the simpler past of undivided love 
and attention, a safety net of !replace warmth, 
never succumbing to the rogue tumors of want. 
Still we had our cravings, craved our having. 

A6er all, this was the #>03s. If a creed 
is a profession of right belief, then my father’s 
was built on a trinity of a good credit score, 
serving as an usher at #3 o’clock mass, 
and the immutable desire not to be liked, 
but well-liked, as if he’d never read the tragedy 
that spawned that curse. 

Who for us men 
and our salvation once took us 
as pilgrims to the emerald waters 
of Destin, where we tasked ourselves 
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with discovering in the languishing tide 
and pearlescent sands a recipe to cure
an entire family’s ills. How did I become 
the only one who realized that no one needs 
to know their history, as if the tainted past 
I o6en report never happened? So here,
take this and eat it, my !nal profession 
of the faith: only when you forget enough 
of what actually happened does it become 
worthy of undying belief, the lie a version
of what your family twists into truth. 
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WILLIAMSBURG

"e tourists wanted to know if the historians made us wear
colonial dress in class, as if by making a fetish of history 
we could forget we were rooted in the deep concrete of the past. 
"at’s how the human heart works, always wanting to forget 
its crimes. Before I moved on to the big time, my own crimes 
were the misdemeanors of the young and bravely foolish. 

"e tourists wanted to know about the best place to !nd
shrimp, sandwiches, beer by the pitcher, the meaning of life, 
as if comfort could be hand delivered to the hotel; they wanted
to know about the actor in front of the Virginia Convention
begging for liberty, and no one had the heart to say 
the real story of freedom began in Richmond, an hour west. 

"e tourists wanted to know the name of the counter girl, 
and the name of her lipstick, as if by adorning themselves 
in the same so6 bronzes or popsicle reds they might slow 
the onslaught of time. I used to tell that same girl how 
the next wind sweeping from the north would bring liberty,
when I rented such freedoms with my father’s Texaco card. 

"e tourists wanted to know what I remembered about the woman
who brought me the telephone, a special model that delivered
only grief, its insistent tolling an announcement of my father 
passing in his sleep. His sleep, my sleep, how little time any of us 
found to rest, how much the millstone of grief weighed 
around my neck, how surprised I was when I did not drown.
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TUMORS: A GENEALOGY

I. 

Everyone in my family died from it, that “C” word; 
most of them grew up in the South, where
losing pieces of your body seems normal; 

machine blades claim !ngers if you work
a hard crop, something like peanuts or tobacco.
At the Rotary or the Kiwanis,

men who don’t farm anymore wear cheap suits,
eat country ham or pulled pork on Wonder bread,
talk about Tarheels, Wolfpacks and Demon Deacons. 

You listen, savoring the salted meat.
Looking them in the eye, you are hard pressed to tell
which one is glass, blinded by a glancing staple

that should have fastened a storm fence.
Gnarled !ngers mash their sandwiches, 
someone else gestures with the blunt half

of an arm threshed to bits
by a John Deere attachment that cost more
than your !rst house. Toes are just as disposable,

and someone talks about a gout-riddled leg,
a foot lost to gangrene a6er stepping 
o5 the porch onto a rusted pitchfork. 
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What I am saying is: you expect to lose !ngers
but never a breast, or a kidney
or the right lobe of your liver.

II.

When I tell you everyone died from cancer,
I’m not being entirely honest.
Cancer was the cause of their deaths;
sometimes that means something other than
cancer killed them. My grandfather,
prowling the statehouse, would say it like this:
Cancer created circumstances 
that contributed to their deaths. 

He didn’t want to put blame on something
as tangible as a tumor, even when
they cut out a kidney, told him not to smoke,
fastened parts of his leg around his heart,
sewed those leg parts to an aortic valve
harvested from a brain-dead teenager.

III.

Great-Aunt Bernice died from breast cancer,
smoked Larks before and a6er radiation.

Her hair fell out with this treatment;
she bought herself a blonde wig
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and a "underbird convertible, 
smoked and drove fast, !shtailing along

route #9 between Greenville and the hospital,
!ngers kneading the purple canyon of her scar. 

IV. 

At a university hospital, I held 
the cold hand of my grandfather.
"ey removed a cancerous kidney 
and transplanted a valve in his heart—

it was considered experimental. 
He rose from the table,
unable to shake the delirium;
the surgeons eased away from the cutting tray,

put themselves between him and their sterile tools,
and underneath their masks,
gaped at his anesthetized beauty,
the strangeness of oncoming death.

V.

In college, I read O’Hara because he stopped drinking 
and I could not. One of O’Hara’s men saw death
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in London, and Ced all the way to Africa
to !nd the waiting specter in the Samarran marketplace. 

My grandfather survived the teaching hospital,
the probing of earnest apprentice doctors, 

the batteries and wires he joked made him bionic. 
An unrelated stroke shut his mouth for good. 

Still later, we buried him, the cancer cut out, 
blue leg veins tunneling highways beneath his chest. 


